Allen Theatres: North America’s
First National Cinema Chain
by Paul Moore

T

here are tangled, unearthed roots beneath the successful formulas of American
movie palaces. Like all hindsight, theatre history is usually told by looking at the winners.
Knowing how the story ends with Hollywood studios buying and stringing together successful regional theatre companies throughout the 1920s, the last 40 years of Marquee
and books such as Douglas Gomery’s Shared Pleasures isolate Balaban & Katz’ Chicago movie palaces as the strategy
copied to build national theatre chains. However, failures
and short-lived successes are equally important, especially
when they may have helped the movie industry learn by
counter-example.
Canada often provided such testing grounds. While fully part of the North American movie market, the international border seems to have forced U.S. film businesses to
come up with distinct plans for their Canadian affiliates—
many of which later became models for doing business at
home in the United States. In 1907, Montreal’s L. E. Ouimet
opened a large, lavish early movie palace. In 1909, Toronto’s
Dominion Film Exchange was the first bought outright by
what became the Edison Trust’s General Film Company.
Much later, the idea of offering a choice at the box office
led Nat Taylor to play different films on each screen at the
Elgin dual theatre in Ottawa. Taylor went on with Garth
Drabinsky to build the 18-screen Cineplex in Toronto
in 1979, a Guiness World Record at the time. Also from

Canada came the idea of a national, coast-to-coast cinema
chain as an extension of a Hollywood studio.
Jule and Jay. J. Allen were showmen-brothers who held
the Canadian franchise for Paramount feature films from
1914 to 1919. With the strength of that collateral, they forged
a chain of almost 100 theatres. Employing Detroit theatre
architect, C. Howard Crane, the Allens built a string of
new movie palaces in every major Canadian city between
1917 and 1921, with plans to expand into the United States
and Britain, too. When their imminent success became apparent, Paramount’s Adolph Zukor tried to buy them out.
They could have become the prototype we now associate
with Balaban & Katz, but they said “no” to the offer, and
were roundly, quickly flattened by the resulting competition. By 1923, they were gone, leaving a near monopoly in
Canada in the hands of Paramount and Famous Players
Canadian Corporation.
The Rise of the Allens
Jule Allen toured Southern Ontario in the summer of 1906,
looking for a good picture show location. He and brother
Jay J., neither yet twenty years old, were sons of a successful shopkeeper in Bradford, Pennsylvania, not so far from
the Pittsburgh roots of the nickelodeon craze. After checking out the larger city of Hamilton, Jule picked Brantford, a
smaller city a bit closer to Niagara Falls. Allen’s Theatorium
opened November 10, 1906, a storefront site and the
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first nickel picture show in Canada outside Toronto and
West to Calgary allowed them to finally open a branch in
Montreal. Being the first to open in Brantford was a more
Toronto for the first time in 1911. They also returned to
secure step than the original plan for Hamilton with its
the business of running and building theatres with storecompetition from weekly Vitagraph film programs at the
fronts in 1911 named Mondarch in Calgary, Edmonton,
YMCA, daily Keith’s vaudeville, and other amusements. Jay
and Winnipeg. In 1912 came purpose-built theatres named
J. soon joined his brother, and they set up a more elabo- Rex in Calgary, Regina, Winnipeg, and Moose Jaw. They
rate show, the Wonderland, where people paid to stand
were now operating seven theatres in five cities across
for the first days until new chairs arrived. The early lead
three Canadian provinces. In 1913, plans for an even larger,
in Brantford allowed the Allens to expand to other small
purpose-built theatre in Calgary were drawn by local arcities, now against competition, in Berlin (now Kitchener), chitect, James C. Teague. The company chose the name
Kingston, and Chatham. With their own nickel shows “Allen” and the corporate name Allen Theatres Enterprises.
spanning Ontario, the Allens created an
Although expansion with new theatres
early film exchange, the Canadian Film
slowed with the start of the Great War in
Company, to rent out films to other
1914, Teague’s 1913 plans for a Monarch in
showmen.
Moose Jaw were finally finished under the
Despite these early signs foreshadowname Allen in 1916 (the oldest Allen still
ing the Allens’ success, by 1910 they had
standing, recently renovated as home for
sold all their Ontario businesses and
the city’s Cultural Centre). Another Allen
moved to Calgary in the foothills of the
in Brandon opened in 1917.
Rockies. In Ontario competition was
By this time, the Allens had gained the
fiercely expanding: J. J. Griffin’s theatre Brantford Courier November
Canadian distribution rights for the new
chain into exhibition, and the Dominion 10, 1906.
Paramount feature films of the Famous
Film Exchange, by then directly owned by
Players-Jesse Lasky Film Company. In
the Edison Trust and about to become a
conjunction with the Allens’ switch from
branch of their General Film Company. Calgary and the
Universal to Paramount, they changed the name of the
boomtowns of the Canadian Prairies were a better place to
Canadian Film Company to Famous Players Film Service,
grow the Canadian Film Company into a major exchange
and in 1915 moved their headquarters to Toronto. The new
for “independent” films distributed by Carl Laemmle’s
business arrangements called for a new strategy in theatre
Universal Film Company. Ironically, the Allens’ move
building: an anchor showhouse downtown in Toronto, in a

Opposite: An early logo used
in Regina incorporated the
Paramount brand, the collateral
behind their early growth.
Left: The Rex in Regina, 1912,
a step between the earlier
storefronts and the later movie
palaces. City of Regina Archives.
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truly innovative style by a keynote architect. Enter Detroit’s
C. Howard Crane. Part of the growth came from leasing
a few existing theatres in cities like Montreal, Hamilton,
and Ottawa, but the primary way they expanded into a

coast-to-coast chain was with a string of Crane-designed
deluxe picture palaces: at least twenty planned and seventeen built between 1917 and 1921 all across Canada and
some in the United States. n

Calgary Allen, opened in November 1913. Glenbow Archives NA 1469-10.
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C. Howard Cr ane’s Allen Theatres
by Philip Dombowsky
The early deluxe theatres built by the Allens in
Calgary and other Western Canadian cities reveal that,
like many theatre owners in North America at the time,
the Allens had come to realize the combination of elegant
architecture, lavish decoration, and features aimed at the
comfort of patrons was a winning formula to sell tickets.
That formula would be applied on a far grander scale following their move to Toronto in 1915 and would be an integral part of the Allens’ success at building a national chain
of luxurious movie houses.
Although their efforts to build a national circuit were delayed because of a sluggish economy at the start of the First
World War in 1914, the Allens were finally able to unveil
plans for their first super-deluxe theatre in eastern Canada
in 1917. The new building, devoted almost exclusively to

motion pictures and double the size of their largest theatres in western Canada, was designed by the prominent
Detroit-based architect C. Howard Crane.
Crane was in many respects a logical choice for the Allens,
who had become acutely aware that an accomplished architect was needed to help them extend the Allen brand across
Canada. By 1917 Crane had not only established a reputation as Detroit’s major theatre architect on the strength of
Above: Crane’s first Allen in Toronto was designed with
a sweeping bleacher stadium-style auditorium, befitting
the flagship of a “photo-play palace” chain whose shows
consisted entirely of moving pictures and orchestral music,
without vaudeville and live acts. Archives of Ontario RG 5610-321-3.
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C . H O WA R D C R A N E ’S A L L E N T H E AT R E S

his designs for such theatres as the Columbia (1911), the
Palace (1914), the Majestic (1915), and the Madison (1917),
he was also rapidly gaining recognition for his work on theatres in other American cities, such as Buffalo and Syracuse.
Crane’s job book reveals that he had already been hired
to undertake a few projects in Canada. The most noteworthy of these was his work in 1917 on the highly publicized
rebuilding of the Klaw & Erlanger-affiliated Princess after it
had been destroyed by fire in May 1915. If the Allens did not
know of Crane from his work in Detroit, they would have
been aware of his designs for the Princess, located on King
Street West close to the corner of Richmond and Victoria
where the Allens planned to build their own theatre.
In designing a Toronto anchor for the chain, Crane developed the basic model that would be used for several subsequent Allen movie houses. Making full use of the wide
streetfront lot, the exterior was laid out horizontally with
a central entrance and box office flanked by shops, helping
offset construction and operating costs. The façade above
the first-floor level was divided into seven bays, with the
central section consisting of three arched windows and the
six remaining bays each containing a single, large Palladianstyle window with a decorative balcony and a terra cotta
panel above.

For the 1500-seat auditorium, Crane borrowed several
elements from his earlier Majestic on Woodward Avenue in
Detroit, including bleacher-style seating, tiered side boxes,
and a flat ceiling decorated with low-relief Adam-style plaster ornamentation. The bleacher type, one of Crane’s hallmark achievements during this period, provided numerous
advantages, including better acoustics, ventilation, and
sight lines. It also allowed Crane to use ramps rather than
stairways to gain access to the upper areas of the theatre.
Crane’s firm, with Kiehler & Schley assistants, was not yet
licensed in Ontario; local associate was the architectural
firm Hynes, Feldman and Watson for this and the next two
Toronto Allen theatres.
The Allens were undoubtedly pleased with Crane’s design for the new Toronto theatre, and over the next few
years they contracted Crane to devise plans for at least
fifteen additional theatres, the largest of which were in
Winnipeg (1920), Vancouver (1920), Calgary (1921), each
nearly 2000 seats, and a true movie palace of 2600 seats in
Montreal (1921), not to mention the Cleveland Allen (1921)
at 3000 seats. Crane expanded the general scheme of the
Toronto Allen in many of his subsequent theatres for the
company, with slight variations in each case. n

Crane gave Allen’s College in Toronto a rounded, corner entrance, adding a focal point and an inviting touch to an otherwise
austere façade. Library and Archives Canada PA-111080.
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Crane’s most notable accomplishment in 1919 was
his design of a large theatre in downtown Winnipeg.
Located on Donald Street, the new Winnipeg Allen was
by far his most elaborate Canadian project to date, surpassing in scale and exuberant decoration anything he had
done previously. Its brick exterior followed the horizontal
and symmetrical format of the
Toronto Allen, with the central box office and the entrance
flanked by commercial space at
street level. On the second level fluted Corinthian pilasters
divided the façade into seven bays, each with an arched
window, faux balcony, and terra cotta panel. Along the top
were a lightly decorated cornice and a plain brick parapet.
The interior of the Winnipeg Allen featured one of
Crane’s finest Canadian achievements, an elegant mezzanine promenade extending the full width of the building.
Accessed by twin staircases from the entrance lobby, the

area looked out from the arched windows amidst fine classical decoration on the walls and ceiling. Finishing touches
included luxurious chairs and settees, readings lamps, potted palms, and a small fountain.
The 2000-seat auditorium, much larger than in previous
Allen theatres, had a semicircular floor plan, a gently sloping cantilevered balcony, small
sidewall boxes, and reserved
loge seating at the centre-front
of the balcony. Overhead was a
large recessed ceiling dome—a rarity for an Allen—with
classical detailing softly lit by cove lighting. The front of the
auditorium was graced with an elaborately detailed proscenium arch containing a shallow stage, a screen, and an orchestra pit. Crane’s interior designer of choice, the Detroitbased Theodore Jagmin, painted the entire theatre in tones
of ivory, gold, old rose, and French grey.

Winnipeg Allen
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C . H O WA R D C R A N E ’S A L L E N T H E AT R E S

1920 would turn out to be the Allens’ most productive year. Beginning with the opening of the Winnipeg
Allen early in January, a total of eleven new movie houses
were added during the year. Crane designed eight of these,
including large theatres in Vancouver and Windsor. Crane
was soon at work drawing plans for a new Allen flagship
theatre in Montreal, the largest
of their Canadian movie palaces.
The Montreal Allen represented
Crane’s crowning achievement
in Canada, completed just six
weeks before an even larger Cleveland Allen—the only
completed theatre of several planned in the United States.
In Montreal, the limited frontage available on St. Catherine
Street forced Crane to dispense with the horizontal format
he had used for most of his previous Allen theatres and instead to design a narrow street entrance similar to one he
had used for his earlier Palace in Detroit (1914).
Crane’s interior design was also a departure from his
earlier Canadian work for the Allens, having a number of

features in common with the Cleveland theatre, including
a decorative treatment inspired by the Italian Renaissance.
A prominent architectural element was the grand foyer,
which had an elegant oval-shaped stairway leading to the
2500-seat auditorium. The auditorium itself was dominated
by large curtained arches on each side wall, a massive and
lavishly decorated ceiling dome,
and one of the largest proscenium arches in the country. A notable feature was a painted frieze
along the upper walls of the
auditorium (approximately four feet high and painted by
Theodore Jagmin and Emmanuel Briffa), which depicted,
in the words of a local reporter, “a great variety of antique
and classic figures . . . all proceeding in converging procession towards the throne of the Monarch of Entertainment
which occupies a central position above the proscenium
arch.” The colour scheme applied throughout the theatre,
including to the frieze, consisted of “soft tints of grey and
blue, with burnished gold and soft amber.”

Montreal Allen
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Crane’s last completed design for the Allens was
the 1800-seat Allen Palace in Calgary, which opened in
October 1921. The façade was the same horizontal type
used in Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vancouver, with one notable variation. For the Calgary
façade, Crane set back the two
outside bays slightly and added
pedimented rectangular windows with circular stone ornaments above, rather than the
usual arched windows. The
auditorium, built with a balcony, was reminiscent of the
Winnipeg Allen in layout and decorative treatment (indeed, the company used a photograph of the earlier theatre in pre-construction advertisements for the Calgary
theatre), but had faux windows with draperies (separated
by double-fluted pilasters and panels of grotesques) rather
than boxes on the side walls, and a flat ceiling with a sunburst pattern rather than a recessed dome.

The Calgary theatre was another design success for
Crane, but unfortunately it coincided with serious economic difficulties for the Allens. By October 1921 the company had significantly overextended itself in its attempts to
compete with the ever more assertive (and American-backed)
Famous Players Canadian
Corporation.
Complicating
matters financially was the loss
of the Paramount franchise in
1919, some ill-timed investments
in German marks by Jay Allen, and an economic depression in 1921, which led to a sharp drop in movie-theatre attendance throughout the country. A harbinger of the end
came in 1922, when the Allens announced the sale of their
Cleveland theatre to Marcus Loew. The following summer
they were forced to sell all their major Canadian buildings
at a fraction of their value to Famous Players, including
most of the outstanding theatres designed by Crane. Most

Allen’s Palace
Calgary
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Allen theatres were renamed Capitol, except those in cities
where a Famous Players’ Capitol was already built.
Although Crane went on to design several additional
theatres in Canada following the bankruptcy of the Allen
company in 1923, his largely unrecognized Canadian
achievement rests mainly with the sixteen movie houses he
designed for the Allens between 1917 and 1921.

Opposite: The stage, plaster-relief Adam-style ceiling, and
organ grilles of the Allen’s Palace in Calgary. Glenbow
Archives. Note the organist is present, playing the HillgreenLane 2/10 Op. 605. The same make organ was installed
in Edmonton (Op. 519), Regina (Op. 539), London (Op.
541), and Winnipeg (Op. 542). Above, top: The exterior of
the Palace in Calgary, echoed with minor variation Crane’s
previous façades in Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vancouver.
Glenbow Archives. Above: The sidewalls of Allen’s Palace
in Calgary each had a Palladian organ grille and two
matching faux windows. CCA.

Windsor Allen View from the balcony at the Allen
Windsor. Archives of Ontario RG 56-10-357-7. In Windsor,
the Allen was renamed Palace because Famous Players
had already used Capitol to rename the Loews. Archives of
Ontario RG 56-10-357-2.
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The Fall of the Allens:

Famous Players’ Capitol Entertainment

Nathan L. Nathanson was Jule Allen’s next-door
neighbour in Toronto in 1915. On a shared drive to work
downtown, Nathanson sought Allen’s advice about getting
into the movie business himself, leading to the Regent,
designed by New York’s Thomas W. Lamb. As the preferred architect for Loew’s, Lamb had worked in Toronto
already on their 1913 double-decker theatre. Before long,
Nathanson acquired the Mark-Brock Strand and several
neighbourhood houses in Toronto, as well as a few newlybuilt theatres around Ontario. As it grew into a group of
theatres, the company was renamed Paramount Theatres.
Although not yet connected to Paramount in the United
States, Nathanson must have known that Zukor had begun
buying theatres, and wanted to be positioned to exploit a
rift developing between the U.S. company and the Allens.

Throughout 1918, the Allens planned and built their national theatre chain based on the power of their franchise
for Paramount movies, but Adolph Zukor began pressuring them to sell controlling interest to him. They refused.
Zukor threatened to revoke the franchise. They still refused,
gambling that an affiliation with the fledgling First National
exhibitors circuit would suffice as film supply.
In July 1919, the Allen’s franchise was officially reneged
and Paramount set up their own Canadian distributors.
Nathanson continued to build theatres. Finally, in February
1920 Canadian Paramount became officially linked to
Zukor’s Paramount and Famous-Players in the U.S.
Nathanson became the first president of Famous Players
Canadian Corporation and a new brand for his theatres:
Capitol Entertainment. Nathanson hired Thomas W. Lamb
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to design the four largest and most important Capitol theatres in Vancouver, Calgary, Regina, and Montreal to make
a national chain alongside the existing theatres in Toronto.
Local architect, C. W. Jeffrey, who had already worked
for the company on the Alhambra in Toronto, designed
a second tier of theatres: the Capitol theatres in Victoria,
Kitchener, Peterborough, and Guelph, as well as the Regent
in Oshawa, the Algoma in Sault Ste. Marie, and the Palace
on the Danforth in Toronto.
In August and September 1920, Allen Theatre Enterprises
ran a series of ads in newspapers across Canada, culminating in a prospectus for $2,500,000 worth of shares. The illustrated ads explained how the company carefully selected
only the most refined and entertaining films. One ad illustrated how far the movie theatre industry had come, as a
prospective investor peers through a looking glass at an oldfashioned nickelodeon and sees into the future of massive

ornamental movie palaces. It was quite starkly the difference between Allen’s Theatorium in 1906 and those built by
the chain since 1917. Raising money by selling shares to the
public was not enough to fight off Nathanson’s and Zukor’s
competition. By May 1923, the Allens were bankrupt and
dozens of their best theatres were bought by Nathanson for
less than the cost of a single movie palace. Most Allen theatres were renamed Capitol.
The Allens did not rest idle long, building a new chain
of Premier Theatres. But their new theatre chain became
an affiliate of Famous Players and they effectively became
employees of Nathanson in the 1930s and 1940s. On the
other hand, Premier Theatres kept running independently
in the 1970s and 1980s, and is still in business today, run by
another generation of Allens: Brian. When Paramount sold
Famous Players in 2003, the Allens, in sweet irony, actually
outlasted their ancient victors. n

Opposite: Looking first at the side
walls, Lamb’s Capitol in Regina
could be mistaken for one of Crane’s
Allen theatres - the ceiling design
truly distinguishes them. LACMISA Neg. 4524.
Top left: Here in Calgary, Thomas
W. Lamb’s Capitol rivaled Allen’s
Palace across the street, and shared
the same Adam-style design.
Glenbow Archives NA-1264-7.
Left: Toronto architect, C. W. Jeffrey
had designed for Nathanson even
before Famous Players was officially
created. His Palace on the Danforth
in Toronto was the largest of his
theatres for the company. Archives
of Ontario RG 56-10-310-7.
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90 Years on the Danforth: From
Photoplay Palace to Music Hall
by Paul Moore

In August 2009, Heritage
called the Maple Leaf to close
Toronto and the Riverdale
soon after they opened. The
Historical Society will unveil
Playtorium was the oldest and
a historic marker describing
smallest, opened late in 1910
the significance of the Music
near Broadview Avenue as the
Hall, a theatre that opened 90
Onoka. Its capacity of 360 seats
years ago as Allen’s Danforth:
was quite large for 1910, but the
“Canada’s First Super-Suburban
rumour was that Loew’s was goPhotoplay Palace.” Over the deing to build a 2,000 seat movie
cades, the theatre has changed
palace right on the very propalong with its neighbourhood, Toronto Star, August 18, 1919.
erty where the Playtorium sat.
just northeast of downtown
The area was indeed about to boom. The Don Valley
across the Don Valley. From garden suburb to urban neigh- was about to be spanned by the Prince Edward Viaduct,
bourhood, then as Greektown from immigrant enclave to built even with the capacity for subway trains to connect
bustling nightlife, the Danforth and the Danforth Theatre the Danforth directly to Yonge and Bloor Streets. The ruhave always been a matching pair.
mours of the Loew’s theatre turned out to be false. Loew’s
Even before construction began, just the rumour of instead built the Uptown theatre on Yonge Street. But the
the coming movie palace shook up existing merchants on rumours of a picture palace on the Danforth were true:
the Danforth. Three smaller picture theatres were already Allen Theatres, Canada’s leading chain of movie houses,
showing movies on the avenue, and their managers pro- filed a building permit on October 9, 1918 (just days before
tested the coming competition, meeting with the Ontario the new roadway opened). They would build a $60,000
Government to beg that the new theatre be denied a li- moving picture theatre directly opposite the Playtorium,
cense to operate. Two of these three older “theatoriums”
which did indeed close soon after.
were large enough and far enough away to survive the
Allen Theatres and their preferred architect, C. Howard
competition: the Iola had opened early in 1913 at Gough Crane of Detroit, had already finished two theatres, one in
Avenue and held an audience of 650 people; the Model Edmonton, and one downtown in Toronto. The Danforth
had opened in August 1914 near Logan and was almost as theatre would continue the style found in those, made just
large. In fact, these two had forced an earlier “theatorium” slightly more modest in size but able to offer free parking
THIRD QUARTER 2009
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Probably in the 1934 renovation and renaming, Century, the stage and side exits were brought about 10 feet forward into
the auditorium, widening the screen but eliminating the front faux window boxes. The resulting enlarged stage is, however,
exactly what allows today’s Music Hall to thrive. Top: Construction November 1919 and (above) Archives of Ontario.

because of the still-vacant lots adjacent to the site. As with
each new Allen movie palace, shares were sold to the community to invest in their new theatre. “Are you familiar
with the Danforth District,” said the ad, “If so, you know
that the new Allen Theatre just east of Broadview is nearly
completed. You are now given the opportunity of acquiring
an interest in this enterprise, sharing in the profits. Allen’s
Danforth Theatre Limited possesses the strategic location,

efficient management, and other essentials that make for
success” (Star Weekly, July 12, 1919).
Advertising and newspaper articles began more than a
week in advance of opening in August: “Magnificent New
Motion Picture Structure on Danforth Avenue. Up-to-date
in Every Way … To those who are still dubious of Canada’s
industrial future, we advise a trip to Toronto’s Danforth
District.” The article explained that the exterior of the
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building was built of white stone and tapestry brick. “On
entering the wide lobby, one notices two box offices, one
on either side, to handle the many patrons and eliminate
waiting no matter how large the crowd. The interior architecture is of modified Adam design with the colour scheme
of grey, Dutch blue, and old rose, done in very pretty taste
by David Stewart of Toronto. The “rendezvous” and main
stairways are of Venetian marble and the lighting is unique
in its subdued effect. The ladies retiring room at the west
of the main entrance is completely furnished in old ivory
wickerware. The gentlemen’s smoking room is situated at
the east end of the foyer. The ventilation system is of a direct nature and is the largest ever installed in a theatre in
Canada” (Star Weekly, August 9, 1919).
The advertisement for the grand opening explained the
Allen brand of entertainment: “Messrs. Jule and Jay J. Allen
Announce the Opening of their First Super-Suburban
Photo-Play Palace. Allen’s Danforth Theatre. Monday

The entrance of Allen’s Danforth was originally tiled. The doors were moved closer to the street to create a small lobby,
probably in the 1934 renovations. Construction, November 1919 and Archives of Ontario RG 56-10-278-9.
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Allen’s Danforth has four aisles and three banks of seating with a two-tiered balcony under a plaster-relief Adam-style
ceiling. Archives of Ontario RG 56-10-278-8.

August 18th, 1919. The policy of this latest link in the chain
of modern theatres under their personal supervision will
be of the highest standard of photo-play entertainment
that characterizes all theatres bearing the name ‘Allen.’
Entertainment --- Music --- Service --- Environment. Thank
You!” (Ad in Star Weekly, August 9, 1919). The program featured Madge Kennedy in “Through the Wrong Door,” supported with a specially chosen musical selection, the overture entitled “Poet and Peasant.” The short films included
a travelogue and Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle in “Love” and
a newsreel, “Topics of the Day, Food for Thought” (Ad in
Star Weekly, August 16, 1919).
In 1921, the Allen chain was at the height of its competition with Famous Players. The national rivalry played out
on the Danforth when the Palace opened, larger and more
ornate than Allen’s. Indeed, when Famous Players bought

almost all Allen theatres in 1923, the Danforth was not one
they wanted, and it was run by an independent owner for
a few years until it was bought by B&F Theatres (Bloom &
Fine) in 1927, itself part of Famous Players. B&F gave the
theatre its longtime name and a new marquee in April 1934:
The Century. An even larger marquee and towering vertical
sign “Century” was installed in 1940 by prolific architects,
Kaplan and Sprachman. The Century continued as a B&F
theatre until 1957, and then moved to 20th Century chain,
another part of Famous Players, for another decade. All
through the 1930s to the 1960s, the Century played secondfiddle on the Danforth to the Palace. On the other hand,
this is actually what saved it in the end, because it was sold
to independent owners much earlier.
By 1970, the Century was no longer advertising in daily
newspapers. It was not closed, however. A humorous article
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Allen’s Danforth was renamed the Century in 1934 by the B&F branch of Famous Players. A soaring vertical neon sign was
added in 1940, along with the round marquee that remains today. Both photos courtesy of Library and Archives Canada.
Paul Moore 2002.
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in the Toronto Star noticed its important part in the new
mix of Greek, Italian, Chinese, and Finnish cultures, part of
the city’s new cosmopolitan flavour: “An old timer walking
east from Broadview, half expecting to find Hoot Gibson
playing in a movie at the Century, which is really the Allen
if they’d just leave names alone, finds it’s now called the
Titania, and the movie is a Greek picture without subtitles,
which a pretty gentle voiced Athenian girl in the lobby said
would be called in English, ‘With You I Knew the Love.’
But Gus Patsios and Aristidis Maragos, the owners, point
out encouragingly that there’s an English picture showing with it” (Star October 10, 1970). Indeed, the owners of
the Titania soon moved their Greek movies to Sundays,

showing B-movies and horror flicks other days, including
midnight shows on weekends, all though the 1970s.
By the late 1970s, nearby theatres turned to cult film
showings and live music, more concert venues than movie
theatres. The Titania’s new owners followed suit, changing
the name to the Music Hall, opening in July 1979, lasting
through to the late 1990s. The Music Hall became a cinema
once more, briefly, in January 1998 as part of the Festival
Cinemas repertory chain, but it has since returned to featuring live acts. With the City of Toronto’s listing on the
Inventory of Heritage Properties, it promises to be a thriving gathering place in this vibrant part of the city for many
years to come. n

Back cover: Toronto Year Book 1920, page 137, courtesy of the City of Toronto Archives
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Theatre Openings FOR ALLEN THEATRES

compiled by PAUL MOORE

Opening Date

Architect

Theatorium
Wonderland
Star
Princess
Star

Nov 10, 1906
Feb 06, 1907
May 04, 1907
Sep 28, 1907
Dec 14, 1907

Storefront
Storefront
Storefront
Storefront
Storefront

Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Winnipeg, MB
Moose Jaw, SK
Calgary, AB
Regina, SK
Winnipeg, MB

Monarch
Monarch
Monarch
Rex
Rex
Rex
Rex (Regent)

By May 1911
By Sep 1912
By July 1912
In July 1912
By Sep 1912
Dec 28, 1912
Jan 25, 1913

Storefront
Storefront
Opened in 1911 as Avenue
Edgar Storey & Wm. G. Van Egmond
Unknown
Alexander Melville
Alexander Melville

Calgary, AB
Moose Jaw, SK
Brandon, MB
Toronto, ON
Hamilton, ON
London, ON
Toronto, ON
Kitchener, ON
Ottawa, ON
Cobourg, ON
Lachine, QC
Montreal, QC
Montreal, QC
Edmonton, AB
Regina, SK
Windsor, ON
Toronto, ON
Toronto, ON
Quebec, QC

Allen (Strand)
Allen (Capitol)
Allen (Capitol)
Allen (Tivoli)
Temple
Majestic
Beaver
Allen
Regent
Allen (Capitol)
Royal Alexandra
Westmount
New Grand
Allen (Capitol)
Allen (Metropolitan)
Windsor
Royal (Beverly, Kent)
Bloor
Allen (Canadien)

Nov 15, 1913
Aug 19, 1916
July 14, 1917
Nov 10, 1917
Dec 24, 1917
April 01, 1918
April 10, 1918
May 06, 1918
May 20, 1918
June 27, 1918
Sep 01, 1918
Sep 16, 1918
Oct 01, 1918
Dec 02, 1918
Dec 30, 1918
Late in 1918
Jan 11, 1919
March 10, 1919
May 12, 1919

James C. Teague
James C. Teague
J. W. Kirkland
C. Howard Crane with Hynes, Feldman & Watson
Opened in 1907 as Bennett’s
Opened in 1895 as Music Hall, 1905 as Bennett’s
Opened in 1913
Opened in 1913 as Grand
Opened in 1915
Wm. G. Murray
Opened in 1915
Daniel J. Crighton
Opened in 1908 as Lyric Hall, 1913 as New Grand
C. Howard Crane
Alfred J. Rowley
Opened in 1912
Opened in 1914 as Queen’s Royal
C. Howard Crane with Hynes, Feldman & Watson
Opened in 1914 as Olympia

Toronto, ON
Peterboro, ON
Kitchener, ON
Winnipeg, MB
Edmonton, AB
Victoria, BC
Swift Current, SK
Ottawa, ON
Regina, SK
Quebec, QC
Toronto, ON
Winnipeg, MB
Toronto, ON
Stratford, ON
Brantford, ON
Yorkton, SK
London, ON
Paris, ON
Cobalt, ON
Calgary, AB
Toronto, ON
St. Catharines, ON
Toronto, ON
Toronto, ON
Vancouver, BC
St. Mary’s, ON
Windsor, ON
Kingston, ON
Cleveland, OH
Montreal, QC
Calgary, AB

Danforth (Century)
Allen
Imperial (Princess)
Dominion
Imperial
Royal Victoria
Lyric
Russell
Rose
Auditorium (Capitole)
Beach
Allen (Metropolitan)
St. Clair
Allen (Classic)
Allen (Brant)
Allen (Yorkton)
Allen (Capitol)
Allen (Capitol)
Lyric
Bijou
Parkdale
Allen (Capitol)
Christie
College
Allen (Strand)
Allen (Lyric)
Allen (Palace)
Allen (Capitol)
Allen
Allen (Palace)
Allen’s Palace

Aug 18, 1919
Sep 01, 1919
Sep 01, 1919
By Oct 1919
Oct 11, 1919
By Late 1919
In Nov 1919
In Nov 1919
In Nov 1919
In Nov 1919
Dec 15, 1919
Jan 02, 1920
Jan 12, 1920
Jan 26, 1920
Jan 31, 1920
Feb 07, 1920
Feb 23, 1920
Feb 28, 1920
Early in 1920
In 1920
April 05, 1920
April 26, 1920
May 01, 1920
May 24, 1920
Aug 16, 1920
Oct 11, 1920
Oct 18, 1920
Dec 30, 1920
April 01, 1921
May 14, 1921
Oct 25, 1921

C. Howard Crane with Hynes, Feldman & Watson
Opened in 1918 as New Royal
Opened in 1913 as Roma
Opened in 1904
Opened in 1910 as Bijou
Opened in 1913
Opened in 1912
Opened in 1901
Opened in 1914
Opened in 1903
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
Opened in 1913 as Classic
Opened in 1914 as Brant
Unknown, but not Crane
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
Opened in 1919 as Colonial
Opened in 1919
Opened in 1913
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
Opened in 1919
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
Wm. G. Murray
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
C. Howard Crane with Kiehler & Schley
C. Howard Crane with Kenneth J. Franzheim
C. Howard Crane
C. Howard Crane

City
Early storefront shows in Ontario

Theatre

Brantford, ON
Brantford, ON
Kitchener, ON
Kingston, ON
Chatham, ON

Early theatres on the prairies

Allen Theatre Enterprises

Vancouver (BC) Rex and 14 others from Bud Schuberg in May 1919

Seats

858
752
700
1436
1684
1162
1212
519
998
1335
1470
730
1200
496
782
600
1363
1100
1467
550
1500
900
1816
1537
1983
1555
512
1001
1304
576
1548
1180
865
1588
1946
431
1605
1207
3003
2578
1875

Detroit, MI and Halifax, NS, unbuilt theatres designed by C. Howard Crane in 1920
Boston, MA and Saint John, NB, sites chosen in 1920
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